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Abstract 
The Matrix-Tree Theorem is a well-known combinatorial result relating the value of the minors 
of a certain square matrix to the sum of the weights of the arborescences (= rooted directed 
trees) in the associated graph. We prove an extension of this result to algebraic structures much 
more general than the field of real numbers, namely commutative s mirings. In such structures, 
the first law (addition) is not assumed to be invertible, therefore the combinatorial proof given 
here significantly differs from earlier proofs for the standard case. In particular, it requires the use 
of the concept of bideterminant of a matrix, an extension of the classical concept of determinant. 
Keywords: Linear algebra in semirings; Path algebras; Arborescences in graphs; Rooted directed trees; 
Bideterminants 
1. Introduction 
The so-called 'Matrix-Tree Theorem' due to Tutte [10] (see also [1]) states the 
following. Let (~ be the complete oriented 1-graph on the vertex set {1,2 . . . . .  n} (it 
has n(n - 1) arcs of the form ( i , j )  with i ¢ j ) .  
With each arc ( i , j )  we associate a real number aij, called the weight of arc (i, j). 
For all i (1 ~i<~n) denote Sii the sum of the weights of  all the arcs originating at i 
and consider the n x n real matrix M = (mij) such that 
--aij i f  i ~ j ,  
mij = Sii i f i= j .  
An arborescence T rooted at r (1 ~< r ~< n) is a partial graph of  f~ containing no cycle 
and such that, Vi ~ r, there is exactly one arc in T originating at i. 
We also define the weight w(T)  of an arborescence T rooted at r as the product of  
the weights of the arcs ( i , j )  in T. 
The Matrix-Tree Theorem states that for any given r E [1,n] the sum of the weights 
of  all arborescences T rooted at r is equal to the minor of m,.r in M (the determinant 
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of the matrix M' derived from M by deleting row r and column r). Combinatorial 
proofs of this result have been given by Orlin [8] Zeilberger [11] and, in a somewhat 
more general form ('The All-Minors Matrix-Tree Theorem') by Chaiken [2]. In the 
present paper we show how the Matrix-Tree Theorem can be extended to algebraic 
structures more general than the usual field of real numbers, namely semirinos. 
Since, in an arbitrary semiring, the first law ® (addition) is not invertible (see 
Section 2.1 below), the usual concept of determinant is not appropriate any more and 
has to be changed to that of bideterminant (cf. [3, 4]). Using the latter, we provide a 
combinatorial proof of an identity relating the sum of the weights of the arborescences 
rooted at a given vertex and the two terms of the bideterminant of a matrix closely 
related to the matrix of weights A = (aij). 
In the special case of matrices defined on the field of real numbers, we show that 
the usual form of the Matrix-Tree Theorem is found again as a corollary. 
2. Basic concepts and definitions 
2.1. Semirings 
A semiring is an algebraic structure composed of a basic set E endowed with two 
internal aws ® ('addition') and ® ('multiplication') with the following properties: 
• (E, ®) is a commutative mono'id with zero element e. 
• (E, ®) is a monoid with unit element e. 
• ® is right and left distributive with respect o @, i.e., Va, b, c E E, 
(a@b)®c=a®c@b®c,  
c®(a®b)=c®a@c®b.  
• ~ is absorbing for ®, i.e., Va E E, 
(1) 
(2) 
aQe =eQa=e.  (3) 
A semiring (E, 0, ®) is said to be commutative if ® is commutative. 
2.2. Permutations and partial permutations 
A permutation of X = { 1,2 . . . . . .  n} is a one-to-one correspondence b tween X and 
itself. With each permutation ~z of X we can associate a graph with node set X and 
n arcs of the form (i, 7~(i)). Note that this graph may contain loops (when g(i) = i). 
It is well known that the graph associated with a permutation can be decomposed into 
disjoint elementary circuits, each connected component being an elementary circuit 
(if a connected component contains a single vertex i, the corresponding circuit is the 
loop (i, i)). 
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A permutation re is said to be even (resp. odd) if and only if the associated graph 
contains an even (resp. odd) number of even length circuits. The signature of a per- 
mutation re is then defined as 
j" +1 if re is even, 
sign(re) / -1  if re is odd. 
In the following, we will denote: 
~er(n):  the set of all permutations o fX  = {1,2 . . . . . .  n} 
~er+(n):  the set of all even permutations i.e.: {re/n E ~er(n);  sign(n) = +1} 
~er - (n ) :  the set of all odd permutations, i.e.: {n/re E ~er(n);  sign(re) = -1} .  
We will also use the concept of partial permutation (see e.g. [9]). Given 
X = { 1 . . . . .  n} a partial permutation of X is a permutation of a subset S of X. For 
instance, i fX  = {1,2 . . . . .  7} then the map a defined over S = {2,3,5,7} by: a(2) = 3; 
a(3) = 7; a(5) = 5; a(7) = 2, is a permutation of S and a partial permutation of X. 
S is called the domain of a and is denoted dom(a). 
Given any partial permutation a of X the completion of a, denoted d, is the per- 
mutation of X defined by 
t~(i) = { a(i) if i E dom(a),  
i if i c X \dom(a) .  
The signature of a partial permutation a is defined as being the same as the signature 
of its completion d: 
sign(a) = sign(6). 
The characteristic of a partial permutation a, denoted ch(a), is defined as 
ch(a) = sign(g) × ( -1 )  I"1, (4) 
where lal denotes the cardinality of dora(a). 
With each partial permutation a of X, we can associate a graph, the vertex set of 
which is S = dom(a)C  X and having arc set {(i,j)/j = a(i), i C dom(a)}. We then 
have the following elementary property. 
Prolmrty 1. For any partial permutation a of X, ch(a)= (-1 )r where r is the number 
of circuits in the graph associated with a. 
(The proof is left as an excercise.) 
Example. For the partial permutation of {1,2 . . . . .  7} defined by: a(2) = 3; a(3) = 7; 
a(5) = 5; a(7) = 2, the associated graph contains two circuits {2,3,7} and {5}; 
therefore r = 2, which is consistent with the definition of the characteristic: 
ch(a) -- sign(a) × ( -1 )  lal = (+1)  x ( -1 )  ° = +1. 
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In the following, we will denote: 
~art(n): the set of all partial permutations of X = { 1,2 . . . . . .  n} 
~art+(n): the set of all partial permutations of X having characteristic +1 
~art- (n) :  the set of all partial permutations of X having characteristic -1 .  
2.3. Bideterminant o f  a square matrix on a given commutative semiring 
Let A = (aij) be a n x n square matrix, the entries aij of which are elements of a 
given commutative semiring (E, @, ®). Since, for an arbitrary semiring, (E, ®) is not a 
group, the determinant of A cannot be defined in the same way as for matrices over the 
field of real numbers. The appropriate concept here, is the bideterminant introduced 
by Kuntzmann [7] and further studied by Gondran and Minoux [3, 4, 6] in connection 
with algebraic structures related to semirings called dioi'ds. 
Definition. Let (E,®,®) be a given semiring, and A = (aij) E E nxn a square matrix 
with entries in E. The bideterminant ofA is defined as the pair (det+(A),det-(A)) E E 2 
where 
lrE~er+(n) i=1 
det-(A) = ~ ai,~(i) • (6) 
nC~er-(n) \ i=1 / 
(The summations and products in (5) and (6) above should be understood as those 
induced by the laws ® and ® of the semiring.) 
Various properties of the bideterminant and its connections with linear dependence 
and independence and eigenvalue problems have been investigated in [3-5]. 
3. The Matrix-Tree Theorem in semirings 
In this section, we prove the main result of this paper which extends the Matrix-Tree 
Theorem to commutative semirings. 
3.1. Statement o f  the main result 
Let A = (aij) be a n × n square matrix with entries in a given commutative semiring 
(E, @, ®) where e is the zero element and e the unit element. We assume aii -- e for 
all i. Denote by .~ the (n - 1 ) x (n - 1 ) matrix derived from A by deleting row r and 
column r. 
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Let B be the (2n - 2) x (2n - 2) square matrix of the form 
where I is the identity matrix o fE  (n-l)x(n-1) (i.e. the (n - 1) x (n -  1) matrix with all 
diagonal elements equal to e and all off-diagonal elements e); D is the (n - 1 ) x (n - 1 ) 
diagonal matrix having all off-diagonal entries e and diagonal entries 
n 
dii = Za/ j  Vi E [1,n], i ¢ F. 
j= l  
being the complete directed 1-graph on the vertex set X = {1,2 . . . . .  n}, let 
denote the set of all arborescences of c~ rooted at r and for any G = [X, Y] E Jr ,  the 
weight of  G is: w(G) = 1-I(i,j)~r aij (product in the sense of  ®). Then the following 
identity holds: 
det+(B) = det-(B)  ® Z w(G) (7) 
GE~ 
(summation in the sense of ®). 
3.2. Proof of the main result 
Let B ~ be the (2n - 2) × (2n - 2) matrix deduced from B by changing the n - 1 first 
columns to the n - 1 last columns, i.e. 
B I ~ . . .  • ° . • 
I 
It is easy to see that the permutation applied to the columns of B to get f f  is even 
if n - 1 is even and odd if n - 1 is odd. Therefore, if n - 1 is even we have 
det+(B) = det+(B ') and det-(B)  = det- (B ' )  
if n -  1 is odd we have 
det+(B) = det- (B ' )  and det-(B) = det+(B'). 
Now, the first term of the bideterminant of 
2 " D 1 B t = . . . . = (b~j)~=~,...~.-2 
i I j=l, . . . ,2n--2 
196 
reads 
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/2~--2 \ 
det+(B') -- ~ {H b~,~(i)} ' (8) 
nE~er+(2n--2) \ i=I 
In expression (8) above all the terms corresponding to permutations n of {1 . . . . .  
2n-2} such that b~,n(i) = ~ for some i E [1,2n-2] just vanish because of the absorption 
property (3). Therefore, in (8) we only have to take into account he permutations n E 
~er+(2n-  2) such that, for all i = 1,2 . . . . .  ,n -  1, 
n( i+n-1)=i  or n( i+n-1)=i+n-1 .  
Each of these admissible permutations therefore corresponds to a partition of 
,~ -- (1,2 . . . . .  n}\{r} into two subsets U and V where 
U={i/iEX; n( i+n-  1)=i}, 
V={i/i Ef(; n ( i+n-1)= i+n-1} .  
Also, we observe that in any column of B' with index i + n - 1, i E U, the element 
of the permutation  can only be in row i. Therefore, we must have 
ViE U: n ( i )= i+n-  1. 
Each admissible permutation it E ~er+(2n-  2) may thus be considered as being 
derived from a permutation a of V (a partial permutation o fX  = {1 . . . . .  n}) as follows: 
ViE V: n(i)----a(i) andn( i+n-1)=i+n-1 ,  
ViEU: n ( i )= i+n-1  andn( i+n-1)=i .  
The graph associated with n on the vertex set { 1,2 . . . . .  2n -2}  is therefore composed 
of 
• the elementary circuits representing a; 
• IV I loops on the vertices i+n-  1 for all i E V; 
• IUI circuits having length 2, of the form ( i , i+n-  1) for all i in U. 
The signature of n is therefore 
sign(n) = sign(a) × (-1)luI;  
hence 
sign(n) = sign(n) x ( -1 )  2×lVI 
=sign(a)  × ( -1 )  Ivl × ( -1 )  IUl+lVI 
= ch(a) × ( -1 )  n-1. 
Consider first the case where n -  1 is even: the signature of permutation is 
then nothing but the characteristic of a considered as a partial permutation of X, and 
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Fig. 1. The matrix B t and a partition of { 1,.. . ,  n - 1 } into U and V corresponding to an admissible permu- 
tation n of {1 . . . . .  2n -2} .  Only entries different from e (the zero element of the serniring) are represented 
by circles. The crossed entries are those corresponding to the permutation . The partial permutation a is 
the restriction of n to the submatrix having rows and columns in V. 
it E ~er+(2n - -2)  if and only if tr E ~ar t+(n-  1). It follows from the above that (8) 
may be rewritten as 
det + (B') = Z 
trE~art+(n - 1 ) 
(9) 
Note that a similar expression for det - (B ' )  = det- (B)  would be obtained, just 
replacing tr E ~art+(n - 1) in (9) by tr E ~ar t - (n  - 1). 
Consider now the case where n -  1 is odd: the signature of the permutation is then 
opposite to the characteristic of tr, therefore we have 
Z ( I - Ia i ,~( i ) l®(Hd i i l  =det - (B) '  (10)  det+(B') = 
~E~art-(n-- 1) -- -- \ iEU iEV / 
and a similar expression for det - (B ' )  = det+(B) would be obtained, just replacing 
a E ~ar t - (n  -- 1) in (10) by a E ~art+(n - 1). 
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In both cases (n - 1 even or n -  1 odd) the expression for det+(B) is 
det+(g)  : Z (Ha i ,  a ( i ) l@(Hd i i l  (11) 
crE.~art+(n-- 1 ) iEV / \ - \ i cu  / 
and the expression for det-(B) is deduced from (11) by replacing a E ~art+(n - 1) 
by a E ~ar t - (n  - 1). 
Now, let us introduce the notation ~+ (resp. ~- )  to represent the family of all 
directed 1-graphs of the form G = IX, C U Y] where X = {1,2 . . . . .  n} is the vertex set 
and: 
• C is a set of arcs forming node-disjoint elementary circuits, with an even number 
(resp. an odd number) of elementary circuits (a loop is considered as an elementary 
circuit covering a single vertex). Moreover, node r is not an endpoint of any arc in 
C (in other words r is not covered by C). 
• Y is a set of arcs with the following property: for all i E )? which is not covered 
by C, Y contains a single arc of the form (i, j) with j E X = {1 ....  ,n}. Note that 
j may be equal to r. Also the possibility of j = i is allowed. 
Replacing each term dii in (9), by its value Y'~=l aij and expanding (using 
distributivity) we observe that det+(B) may be rewritten as 
det+(B) = Z w(G), (12) 
GEo~+ 
where w(G) denotes the weight of the graph G = [X, C U Y] defined as 
w( G ) = 1-I ak, t. 
(k,I)ECUY 
In a similar way, we have 
det-(B) = Z w(G). (13) 
GE~:- 
Now, among the graphs in ~+ U ~- ,  those which do not contain any circuit play 
a special role. Indeed in that case C = 0, Y does not contain any circuit, and Y is 
formed by n - 1 arcs, one arc originating at each vertex i E X\{r}.  Therefore, [X, Y] 
is recognized as an arborescence rooted at r. 
Since C = 0, IC[ is even and ~r (the set of all arborescences rooted at r) is included 
~+ the subset of all graphs in ~+ containing at least one circuit, in ~+.  Denoting 'c 
we have ~-+ = Yrr U ~+ and 
det+(B) = Z w(G)® Z w(G). (14) 
GEar GE,~ + 
To complete the proof it just remains to be shown that 
(15) w(G) = ~ w(G). 
GE.~-+ GE~a~-- 
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This will be obtained by using the technique previously suggested by Zeilberger 
[11]. We briefly reproduce the argument here for completeness. The idea is to build a 
1-1 correspondence b tween ~c~+ and ~,~- such that for any two corresponding graphs 
~+ and G ~ ~+ By definition G E J'c E ~- :  w(G) = w(G'). Consider G = [X, CU Y] E 'c. 
~+ of .~'c, G contains at least one elementary circuit, and [X, C] contains an even number 
(possibly equal to zero) of elementary circuits. Among all circuits in G, consider the 
one covering the vertex having minimum index, and let F be the subset of arcs in this 
circuit. If F C Y then we define G ' = [X, C' U Y~] with 
C=CUF, 
yl = Y\F. 
If F C C then we define G' = [X, C ~ U Y'] with 
C' = C\F 
y I=YUF.  
In both cases, C' contains an odd number of elementary circuits, hence G ' E ~- ,  
and since the arc sets of G and G t are the same, w(G) = w(G~). 
Also, it is easy to see that the transformation G --* G ~ defined above is an involu- 
tion (i.e. G ~ --~ G under the same transformation) and therefore a 1-1 correspondence 
~+ and o~-.  This proves (15). Since ~ces~ w(G) = det-(B) we deduce between J" c 
(7) and the main result is proved. 
3.3. The Matrix-Tree Theorem over the real numbers as a special case 
Consider the case where A and B are matrices over the field of  real numbers. Then 
we may write det(B) = det+(B) -  det-(B). Using elementary linear algebra, we obtain 
det . . . . . . . . .  
I ! I 
D -~ i  
= det • • • 
0 
-- det(D - / i )  
=- det(M~r). 
i 1 
det(Mrr) being the minor of mrr in the matrix M = (mij) defined by 
mij = -aij i~i 7 ~ j, 
mii = Sii = aij. 
j=l 
j#i 
This shows that the Matrix-Tree Theorem in its standard form directly follows from 
the more general result of  Sections 3.1 and 3.2. 
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